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Abstract
Traditional focus areas of medical education are insufficient for preparing future clinicians to function well in the rapidly evolving US health care system. In response, many medical schools and residency programs are integrating into their curricula health systems science (HSS), which includes health care policy, public and population health, interprofessional collaboration, value-based care, health system improvement, and systems thinking. To illustrate the value of HSS, the authors draw upon their experiences as a medical student immersed in HSS and as an educator facilitating students’ cultivation of HSS skills.

The Need for Health Systems Science
US health care delivery systems are rapidly and extensively changing. A significant component of this change concerns organizational structures and processes, such as shifting reimbursement models towards value-based care, increasing the use of care coordinators, and implementing patient-centered medical homes. Yet there has also been a concomitant transformation in the outlook of physicians, who are becoming increasingly aware, for instance, that what occurs outside of the clinic or hospital and in a patient’s community has a significant impact on health. As these changes require physicians to view their role and contribution to patient care in a new and different way, medical schools and residencies are faced with the corresponding challenge of changing the way students and residents are educated.

For nearly a century, medical education has focused on the basic and clinical sciences, but this paradigm has been changing with the emergence of health systems science (HSS). This change started in the 1990s, when increasing evidence of the high incidence of medical errors catalyzed a movement to improve care delivery models. In 1999, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the American Board of Medical Specialties adopted systems-based practice as one of the 6 core competencies in both undergraduate and graduate medical education. Medical schools slowly began to integrate quality improvement, interprofessional education and collaboration, and social determinants of health into curricula, while residency programs increased their focus on quality improvement and patient safety. However, by 2012, these systems
competencies were not yet a significant component of educational programs, and educators lacked a formal framework to guide curricular redesign. Following national calls for change, many medical schools have re-envisioned a “third pillar” of medical education—HSS. Complementing the basic and clinical sciences, HSS includes competencies related to health care policy, public and population health, interprofessional collaboration, clinical informatics, value-based care, health system improvement, and systems thinking. The HSS framework is now being embraced by many medical schools, residency programs, and academic health systems to better align education with care delivery.

This article draws upon the first author’s (CRD’s) experience as a medical student immersed in a comprehensive HSS curriculum and the second author’s (JDG’s) experience as a medical educator focused on advancing HSS programming to (1) describe the HSS pillar of medical education and the systems citizenship professional identity it espouses, (2) highlight how HSS competencies facilitate alignment between medical schools and communities, and (3) explore the student perspective on challenges to implementing HSS curricula.

Health Systems Science Competencies and a New Systems Citizenship Professional Identity

HSS addresses a growing need in medical education to help trainees think differently about their role in health care systems. As these systems grow increasingly complex, so does the task of providing quality patient care to individuals and populations. Additionally, large-scale health system challenges, such as increasing medical costs and the opioid crisis, pose threats that cannot be solved solely by individual physicians practicing traditional medicine. These issues highlight the need for physicians to be proficient in HSS competencies, which provide the roadmap necessary for them to function not only within clinical practice but within the health care delivery system as a whole. These competencies (see Table) help trainees learn how to operate effectively as a member and leader of health care teams, working to improve health systems and the quality of patient care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. Examples of Health Systems Science Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient-centered care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care structures, processes, and collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical informatics, data, and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population and public health, social determinants of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy, payment, and economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
High-value care

Health systems improvement

Systems thinking

Change agency and management

Teaming

Leadership

Adapted from Gonzalo, et al; Skochelak, et al; and Gonzalo, et al.

For example, these competencies might change how a surgery service responds to performance data indicating lower-than-expected quality measures (eg, delayed procedure start times, above-expected infection rates). Traditionally, surgery administrators would review performance metrics and disseminate recommendations for indicated changes. Yet HSS competencies such as teamwork and collaboration, health care processes, systems thinking, leadership, and health system improvement might lead individual surgeons on the team to collaborate with other clinicians and quality department teams to make transparent potential drivers of lower performance metrics and to explore potential solutions, while also reflecting on potential gaps in personal practice that could impact lower-than-expected outcomes.

Perhaps most important in the shift towards HSS is the new professional identity it promotes. With rapidly changing health care delivery models, physicians must now extend their roles as accurate diagnosticians and caregivers to become leaders of and collaborators within health care teams. This shift ultimately represents a change in clinicians’ professional identities, which now extend beyond individual behaviors or attributes (eg, altruism) to incorporate systems citizenship, which confers an obligation to enter into a synergistic relationship with the health care system because physicians are citizens of that system. The HSS competencies and systems citizenship identity seek to transform health care delivery and, subsequently, patient health.

The mindset and behavior associated with this identity can differ by level of training. For students, systems citizenship can involve exploring how social determinants of health and cost of care impact patients’ daily lives, identifying patients who cannot afford their medications and working with physicians to switch patients’ medications to cheaper alternatives, or helping patients with low income sign up for medical assistance programs. Residents could work with other health care professionals to identify and improve inefficiencies in clinical processes (eg, patient flow, laboratory testing utilization) or to address social and environmental factors leading to patient falls. Faculty educators might use hospital length of stay data as an impetus to review their inpatient teams’ discharge practices and collaborate with team members to proactively address the
factors that keep their patients admitted for nonmedical reasons. The possible ways to apply HSS and practice systems citizenship are nearly limitless.

**Aligning Medical Schools and Communities**

Just as physicians need to work with other health professionals to provide team-based, high-value care, medical schools and their institutional and community partners need to collaborate more effectively to promote high-value care and population health. Medical schools have traditionally left such opportunities unexplored but should now seek ways to address the needs of the health system as a whole, the communities served by that system, and patients in their daily lives (eg, food or housing insecurity). Using the HSS framework and clinicians who espouse systems citizenship as the connecting bridge, medical schools could work with outside institutions like social work programs, community-based counseling services, and drug rehabilitation programs. The positive impacts that could result from such collaborations between institutions that treat patients and train physicians and community programs that help patients meet their day-to-day needs are numerous. Patients would likely experience increased satisfaction and improved health outcomes from the additional communication between those that provide them with various types of care, such as improved information exchange between their physician and community social worker. Medical students would receive practical support as they develop into systems citizens, perhaps from community care coordinators teaching them about transportation services available to patients without vehicles. The localities surrounding the medical school would also naturally benefit from the increased attention and resources that come with such collaborations, helping align the academic health center with its core mission of serving its community. Furthermore, as students trained in HSS competencies become physicians, the clinical workforce will increasingly become one that can proficiently collaborate with community organizations.

There are many methods for incorporating HSS into medical curricula in ways that help align students’ training with the needs of patients and communities. At the authors’ institution (Penn State College of Medicine [PSCOM]), the HSS curriculum extends across all 4 years of medical school training and focuses on understanding, improving, and functioning within the health care system. In coursework, for example, medical students serve as patient navigators with the goals of understanding patients’ needs and assisting them in their lived environments while improving both patients’ and their own ability to navigate the health care system. Additionally, these students pursue activities catalyzed by the HSS curriculum that focus on learning about and improving health systems, such as population and public health projects. For example, after a panel discussion with community leaders involved in a free medical clinic, food pantry, and transitional housing program, several students at PSCOM developed a program that was ultimately funded by the institution to provide fresh produce to at-risk patients.
Such activities allow learners to explore the impact of the patient and community context on care delivery.

**Student Perspective on Challenges to HSS Education**

Based on the first author’s experiences, one reason it is challenging for students to understand the complexity of HSS is that it is fundamentally different from the basic and clinical sciences taught in medical school. While the latter tend to be fact-driven—focusing on pharmacokinetics, disease pathology, diagnostic algorithms, and so on—HSS is more experiential and is contextualized within complex, collaborative situations or environments. For instance, learning that social determinants of health exist and should be considered when caring for patients is easily discussed in a classroom lecture, but deeply appreciating the profound impact that these determinants can have on patient care—and how they might be practically assessed and addressed—is something much more difficult to learn through didactics. It took the first author years of medical school HSS training (and an additional year of master of public health coursework) to more fully appreciate these concepts. Students who do fully embrace this component of medical education can experience a shift in their learning processes or perspectives, changing the way they study or the questions they ask patients and preceptors.

Another challenge is that not all students believe HSS topics are worth learning in medical school. In the first author’s experience, some students do not want to receive HSS training because they simply do not believe it improves their ability to practice medicine at all; this perspective seems to stem from not fully understanding the profound impact that HSS topics like social determinants of health play in patients’ lives, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Other students might see some value in HSS training but do not value its presence in undergraduate medical education because they think it can simply be learned later in their careers, if necessary. After all, time is incredibly limited in medical school, and students are forced to prioritize what seems most important, which is rarely HSS. Instead, basic science tests, board examinations, clinical rotations, and residency preparation assume greater urgency and have a more ostensible impact on their careers, thus demanding more of their time.

**Conclusion**

The changing health care landscape necessitates a change in the way physicians are educated. Such a change needs to incorporate HSS competencies into medical education curricula, which will better prepare future physicians to be systems citizens who are able to contribute to the team-based, high-value care that will be expected of them. Transforming medical education is no small task and requires a significant cultural shift among students, educators, and health care professionals, but doing so is critical if medicine is to adapt to the changing demands being placed upon it.
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